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We establish a relationship between primitive representations of certain n-ary 
quadratic form g by a spinor genus of an In + 2)-ary quadratic formfand primitive 
representations of some n-ary subform g’ of g by f  itself. We discuss this in the 
general context of an algebraic number held. ( 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
Any unexplained notations, terminology, and facts can generally be 
found in [7, 1 Sect. 01. Earlier in [ 1, 3, 41 a relationship between primitive 
representations of certain numbers c by a spinor genus of a ternary 
quadratic form S and primitive representations of ct’, (t, 20) = 1, by .f was 
proved. Here D is the discriminant of.6 The objective here is to formulate 
and prove the appropriate generalization of this result to higher dimen- 
sional settings; namely, to primitive representations of forms by forms. See 
Section 2 for the precise generalization. As a prelude a local integral 
primitive representation is needed, and is treated in Section 1. In Section 3 
we add some remarks on effectiveness. 
1. LOCAL PRIMITIVE REPRESENTATIONS 
Throughout this section L denotes a unimodular lattice of rank m 2 3 
over the ring R of integers in a non-dyadic local field F, A4 an integral 
R-lattice of rank n 5 m. We set v = m - n, i = i(L) = the Witt index of L, H 
a binary lattice isometric to (7 A), and X= the orthogonal complement of 
r-copies (written v x H) of H in L. It is to be understood that X= 0 if either 
v > i or v = i = m/2. A representation CT: M + L is primitive if L/a(M) is 
R-torsion-free. We denote by J -+-- K and J -L K to mean that J is 
represented, respectively, primitively represented, by K. For any integral R- 
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lattice K let K, denote a unimodular component (possibly 0) of a Jordan 
decomposition for K. By local theory such a &, is uniquely determined up 
to isometry. Our purpose here is to prove the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Under the notations above, necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for M .* L are: 
(a) rk(M,)zn-i(L) 
(b) X-M. 
Proof. We first eliminate some trivial extreme cases. If n 5 i, take an 
orthogonal splitting of A4 = Rx, I . . . I Rx, and we may primitively embed 
each xi in an hyperbolic plane Hi z H so that M -?- L is clear. We note 
that n - i(L) < 0 and X= 0. Next, suppose n = m. Then A4 f L if and 
only if M E L. Here (a) is clear and X= L. If n < m and A4 is unimodular 
then one knows by local theory that M .* L always. Conditions (a) and 
(b) clearly hold. Henceforth, we shall assume that 
i-cn<:m and A4 # unimodular. (1.1) 
Sufiiciency. We separate the argument into three cases: (i) v > i, (ii) 
v = i, (iii) r < i. 
Case (i). Here X= 0. If m is odd then i = (m - 1)/2 so that 
m - i = i + 1 > n > i which is absurd. If m is even then i = m/2 or (m/2) - 1. 
The former implies that i=m - i> m-v = n which is impossible, The 
latter gives m-i=i+2>n>i, implying that n=v=i+l. We have 
L=((m/2)- 1)x HI(1, -A). By condition (a), M= <y)lM’ where 
Q(?;) is a unit. Since (~1) &(I, -A) and M’L((m/2)-1)xH it 
follows that M .* L. 
Case (ii). Here X=0 or (&D) or (1, -d), D=disc(L). X=0 gives 
nz = 2i, v = i = m - i = n, violating (1.1). In the other two cases for A’, we 
have i = v. Set fi to be the orthogonal complement of X inside M (using 
condition b). As L = Xl(i x H) and rank(a) = i we see that ff f ix H 
and hence, M .* L. 
Case (iii). Here if L= (ix H)IL’ then A’= (i-v) x HIL’. Con- 
dition (b) gives M z XI( y*)I ... I( y,). Comparing rank, it suffices to 
show that (n - * + 1) 2 v; i.e., n 5 2i - v + rk(L’) = m - v, which is evident. 
Necessity. We may suppose that M is a primitive sublattice of L. Take 
an orthogonal basis M = Ry,l... IRy, with 0 5 ord Q(y,) < ... < 
ord Q(yn). Suppose first that ord Q( yj) >O for every j. We may then 
primitively embed Ry,l .. lRy, in H,I ... -LHj so that each such yi 
belongs to H,, and each Hjr H. Write H, = Ryj + Rji with B( yi, j,) = 1. 
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Write 
?’ is I =A,(y,-Q(y,).F,)+ ‘.. +,4i(.l.l-Q(.l,,,~,,+~,, (1.2) 
for Aim R, M’ E L’ := the anisotropic part of L, ,j= l,..., i. Since 
~Q(JI,- Q(?‘,)ji)l = lQ(~s,)l < 1 and IQ(.tl,+, )I < 1, II’ must be imprimitive if 
non-zero. We have then 
-A,?‘, - ... -Ajy,+y,+, = -A,Q(y,,.F- ... -AiQ(,v,).F;+w. (1.3) 
The right-hand side is clearly imprimitive. Since y,, , is primitive in L the 
left-hand side is a primitive vector. This contradiction shows that the rank 
of M, is, at least, positive. [Recall that we are in the setting of (l.l).] 
We next induct on rank of L. We may put A4 = (y)Iti, and 
L = ( y)lL with Q(y) a unit. But, M 3 L implies that M P E. We 
still have rk(M) 2 i(L). By induction hypothesis, rk(A,) 2 (n - 1 ) - i(L). If 
tn = 2i then rk(M,)z((n- l)-(i- 1)-n-i, yielding rk(M,) 2 
1 +n-i>n-i(L). If m=2i+ 1 then rk(M,)z(n- 1)-i and rk(M,)z 
n - i(L). The same holds for m = 2i + 2. This completes the proof of con- 
dition (a). 
To prove condition (b) we may suppose that i 5 v. We first treat the i = v 
case. If XZ ( +D) then n = i + 1. Condition (a) implies that rk(M,) 2 1. 
Should rk(M,) 2 2 then X - M, c M is clear. So, let rk(M,) = 1. Using 
the same notation as above, consider equation (1.2) with JJ,~ replacing y, + , 
If Q(K)) is a non-unit then one of the Aj’s must be a unit. If A, is not a unit 
consider Eq. (1.3)-with -vn replacing y,+ , . Then the right hand side is 
imprimitive while the left-hand side is primitive. But, if Al is a unit then 
Q( y, + , ) is too a unit by ( 1.2). Since the numbers ord Q( .v,) are monotone 
this would imply A4 is unimodular which violates (1.1). Therefore, both 
Q(~v) and A, are units. By Hensel’s lemma, (y,,) -8- (-Q(y,))lX. 
Since ord Q( y,?) > 0, ( -Q( ~1, ))IX is a hyperbolic plane. Hence, 
l-2 (y,)=M,cM. 
If XZ ( I, -.4) then n = i + 2. Condition (a) now gives ord Q(J), ) = 
ord Q( .r2) = 0. We may assume that Q( J’, ) = I. Put 
t=(ixH)l( -A), iii?= Ry21 ... IRev,,, 
rk(A)=ti, rk(t)=ti. Then, a is not unimodular and i(L)=i<fi<&z. 
Also, M ,* L implies R * 1 so that by induction we have the 
orthogonal complement of (rii - ti) x H inside 1, which is just ( -d ), 
represented by M,. Hence, ( 1, -A ) E X ,* M, c M. 
To finish the remaining case of v < i, we induct on those n satisfying con- 
dition (1.1). Again, put L= (y,)IL, M= (y,)lM, and rk(R)=K The 
initial index is n = i + 1. Let d denote the anisotropic rank of L. We have 
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m=v+i+ 1=2i+d. As v<i, d=O and i=v+l. Here E = 
( -Q(y,))l(v x H). We note that v = i(L) < fi< rk(L). Using the already 
proven “v = i case,” we have ( -Q( y, ) ) - li;l which yields H -+- M, as 
required. Now, suppose n > i + 1. Consider the pair (L, A). Clearly, 
M -?- L so that by induction, ((m - fi) x L-L)’ in L (say := R) is represen- 
ted by I%?. Express L= v x HIHIA. Then, 8=A, X= HIA. Set 
A = Al T. We need to show that ( y, )I T represents H; equivalently, 
(-Q(y,))+--T. Since MALL, (yl)IT-?-VXHHIH and so 
T .* vx HI( -Q(yl)). Consider the pair (v x HI( -Q(yi)), T). 
Rk(T)=fi--rk(A)=m-v-l-(m-2v-2)=v+l. For this pair we can 
use either the “v = i” case or the “n = i+ 1” case (both have be treated 
already) to obtain the desired ( -Q(y,)) -+- T. This completes the proof 
for necessity. 
Remark. Condition (b) often incorporates already condition (a). For, 
rk(X)-m-2(m-n)zn-i(L) if and only if nzi(L)+d, where d=the 
anisotropic rank of L. Therefore, if we are dealing with the situation where 
i(L) < n < m then the only instance when condition (b) does not imply con- 
dition(a)is:L=ixHI(l, -d)andn=i+l.This,ofcourse,canalready 
occur in the discussion of primitive spinor exceptional binary lattices. Such 
topic is treated in the next section. 
2. PRIMITIVE SPINOR EXCEPTIONAL LATTICES 
The general reference for terminology is [ 1 ] and some of the references 
cited here. We quickly recall some: Fis an algebraic number field with R as 
its ring of algebraic integers, L is an integral (w.r.t. scale) R-lattice of rank 
m 2 3, G the genus of L, M and R-lattice of rank n = m - 2 representable 
by% primitively. By Witt’s theorem we shall assume that FM is a subspace 
of FL. Let 6, be the discriminant of (FM)‘, E, = F(m) which is 
always assumed to be #F, N, the group of idele norms from EM. M is a 
splitting lattice for G if and only if for a certain naturally associated idele 
group H,,, the group index [JF: H,] = 2. It is known that this is 
equivalent to 0(J,) & N,. For each finite prime p (written: p < co) the 
group generated by the spinor norms 8(4,) of all rotations Q, E O+ (F, Lp) 
such that #,(M,) is a primitive sublattice of L, (here we suppose that M, 
was primitively inside Lp) is denoted by 0*( L,: M,). It is known that M is 
a primitive spinor exceptional lattice for G if and only if M is splitting for G 
and 0*(L,: M,) = N,(p), the p-component of NM, for every p < 00. 
In [ 1, 3, 41 we have proved that if c is a primitive spinor exceptional 
integer for the genus G of a ternary quadratic lattice L, and S, a spinor 
genus in G containing K, then S, primitively represents c if and only if K 
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primitively represents ct’ for some t E R, (t, 2~) = 1, and (E,/Flj(f) = 1. 
Here u denotes the volume of G, E,. = F( ’ V’ -disc(FL)), ,i( t) the idele whose 
coordinates are all 1 except at those primes where ord,(t) is odd in which 
case the value is some uniformizer rrP, and the symbol is the 
Artin-Chevalley symbol. Our objective in this section is to formulate and 
prove a full generalization of this result, using Section 1, to all ranks of L, 
not just for ternary lattices. If one replaces merely the number c by a 
primitive lattice A4 and ct* by the sublattice tM then the generalization can 
only be accomplished in an extremely limited manner; namely, only to the 
case where L is quaternary and t restricted to those integers prime to 211 
such that p/t implies (disc(L,)/p) = 1. Moreover, the useful delineation via 
ArtinChevalley symbol disappears in this instance. To formulate the 
appropriate generalization we need to introduce some auxiliary notations. 
A F-idele A = (a,,) is integral if aP E R, at each p < (2; we denote by J’;’ 
the set of all integral ideles. An n-tuple 4 = (A’,..., A”) of integral ideles is 
ordered if 0 < ord,(ab) 6 . . d ord,(a;) for all p < ‘~8. We use plA for 
AEJ;’ to mean ord,(a,)>O, PIA to mean p[A’ . ..A”. and Ar to mean 
(ah,..., u;). An integral idele A (resp. 4 ) is relatively prime to 2~ if pi A (resp. 
pi 4 ) implies p J 211. 
Let 4 be ordered and prime to 2u and M an integral R-lattice of rank )I. 
Define 4 l M to be any sublattice of M constructed as follows: for each 
~14 take an orthogonal splitting M, = R,,!*,!J IR,,J$ where 
IP( 3 ... 3 lQ(y;)l. Set 
So, 4 l M depends on the choices of local orthogonal bases, but the 
resulting global lattices remain in a same genus. Since the index 
[M: 4 l M] depends only on 4, the number of possible such lattices is 
finite. Note that even when II = 1 and M = Ry, A E JF’ the lattice A l A4 is 
not free if the ideal id(A) associated to the idele A is non-principal. From 
here onward we suppose that M is primitively represented by the genus G 
of L with rank n =m - 2. Let T be the set of all ordered 4 such that 
4 l M f G. According to Theorem 1, we must have X,,:= (2 x H)’ in 
L, + A,, l M,, = (4 l M),, and also rk(A, l M,),, 2 n - i(L,) for all plA. 
It is clear from the definition that if A E T then h4 is splitting for G implies 
that 4 l M is too. If pIA and ~~EO+(F,L,) such that &(A l M),) is 
primitive in L, then by an integral Witt’s theorem (see, e.g., [S, 61) there is 
CJEO+(L,) with a((4 l M),,)=&(A l M),). Hence, 0 -I’d restricts to F,,A4, 
is the identity; in other words, &$)E N 4.,+,(p) if M is splitting. Therefore, 
we have 
LEMMA 2. !f’ M is a primitive spinor exceptional lattice for the genus G 
and A E T, then so is 4 l M. 
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Let 4 E (J”‘)“. We define the idele j(A) by 
AA)p= yp 1 if ord,(ah . . . a;) odd otherwise, 
where rtp is any fixed uniformizer at p. If (A, 2u)= 1 then 
19(0’ (L,)) 2 Up F,” * for p j u, so that j(A ) viewed as an element in the factor 
group J,/@(J,) is well defined. 
We need a preliminary result for our next theorem. 
LEMMA 3. I f  L E G primitively represents 4 l M where A E T, then M is 
primitively represented by AL for some A E J,, with e(A) = j(A) mod tI(J,). 
ProoJ: Since 4 E T, G primitively represents both M and its sub- 
lattice 4 l M. We may suppose that L primitively contains 4 l M. Fix 
a prime p\A (so, (p, 2v)= 1). Suppose (yb,..., .Y;} is the orthogonal 
basis of M, with respect to which (A l M)P is constructed. Put 
ii;l,= (yi)l... I(y;-‘). Since A’, := (HIH)l in L, is represented by 
(A l M)” by Theorem 1, we see that Q(aLvb),..., Q(;-‘y;-‘) are all units 
and rk(M,), 2_ rk( (A l M),), 2 n - 2. Hence, ap is unimodular and splits 
L, into, say, L, = 1%?,1 W,. W, has two possible structures. We say p has 
type I if W, z ( 1, -A )IH, and has type II if W, z HIH. Note that p has 
type I only if Q(a;- ’ 4’1~ ‘) is also a unit. 
Ifp has type& then W, has a basis (y;-‘)l(z).L (R,u+R,u), where 
Q(z)= -AQ(y;-‘), Q(u)=Q(u)=O, B(u, o)= 1, and such that 
~$y;=iQ(a;y;)u+u. 
If p has type II, then W, has a basis (R,e+ R,f)l(R,u+ R,u), where 
4 4 a; .Y; are as above, Q(e) = Q(f) = 0, B(e, f) = 1, and such that 
&- 1 
P 
y;-‘=+Q(a;-‘y;-‘)e+J 
Define a lattice K in G via 
LP ifptA ApIRpy~~‘IRpzlRp(a~u)+Rp((a~)-’ 0) 
K,= ifp1A has type1 
~plRp(a~~le)+Rp((a~~l)~lf)lR,(a~u)+R,((a~)~lu) 
if pIA has type II. 
One sees that A4 is primitively contained in K. Define the addle A E JFL by 
Ap = id for p 14, and for p\A of type I, Ap restricts to n&R, y;- ‘IR,z is 
identity while A,(u) = a;u, A,(u) = (a;)-’ V. For pIA of type II, Ap restricts 
to iGr, is id while A,(e) = a;- ‘e, A,(f) = (a;- ‘) ~ ‘j Therefore, A,(L,) = K, 
for all p; i.e., A(L) = K. Taking spinor norms, we have &A,) = a;F; 2 if p 
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has type I, and 8( A,,) = u; ‘u;;F,; - ’ if p has type II. Thus. O(n ) = j( d ) 
mod O( J, ). 
THEOREM 2. Let M he u primitive spinor exceptional lattice ftir the genus 
G of‘ a luttice L. Then, the spinor genus S, primitivel?~ represents M lf und 
only if L represents 4 l M ,for .some 4 E T, rend the Artin-Chewll~~ s~wthol 
( E,dF/j( A ) I= 1. 
A slight variation is the following version: 
THEOREM 2’. Let M he a primitive spinor exceptional lattice ,for the 
genus G of a lattice L, S a spinor genus in G, and 4, BE T. Then the sublat- 
tices 4 l M, B l M of M are both primitioelj> represented by S if and on/~, lf‘ 
(EM/F/AA )) = (E,dF/.I’(B)). 
As the proof for these theorems are analogous, we prove Theorem 2’. 
Proof. Since 4, BE T both 4 l M and B l M are also primitive spinor 
exceptional lattices for G by Lemma 2. Let K, KEG such that 
A l M .* K, B l M f i?. Since the id&le groups H,,, HA.&,, Hs.,$, are 
all equal, a given spinor genus S in G will primitively represent both A l M 
and B l M if and only if K and R belong to the same M-half-genus. 
Lemma 3 shows that M ” AK and M .* /?a where U(A) -,j( 4) 
and O(;i)r j(B) modB(J,). But, f3(J,)s H,,. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1. 
[l] we conclude, with M replacing c there, that A l M, B l M are 
both a S precisely when their ArtinKhevalley symbols agree; i.e.. 
(EM/F/AA 1) = (EM/F/J’(B)). 
Remark. If t E R, (t, 20) = 1 then A = (t. t,..., t) belongs to the set T only 
for n 5 2; furthermore, when n = 2 it must satisfy the addition restriction 
that i( Lp) = 2 for every pit. Hence, a straight-forward extension of the n = 1 
result obtained in [ 1, 3,4] is only possible for the extreme case of 
i(L,) = n 5 2. Even then, for n = 2 we see thatj(J ) is the trivial idele so that 
the useful delineation in terms of the Artin-Chevalley symbol disappears. 
Instead, we obtain for a severely limited set T,*= (t E RI (t, 2~) = 1. 
i(L,) = 2 for each pit) that if t, ST,* then tM, sM are always both 
primitively represented by S. 
3. EFFECTIVENESS 
Consider F= Q. Given an m-ary quadratic formf and an n-ary quadratic 
form g with m = n + 2, and g *f over Z,, for every p. We wish to decide 
by means of an effective algorithm as to whether g ) S(f), the spinor 
genus off: First, one checks whether g is a primitive spinor exceptional 
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form for the genus G(f). While the relative spinor norm groups 8*(f,: g,) 
have not yet been computed in closed-form formulae, the actual com- 
putations in any numeric example can always be done, albeit somewhat 
tediously. Thus, we may suppose that g is primitively spinor exceptional; 
otherwise, g .* S(f). The task, therefore, is to decide whether the given 
form f belongs to the “good” g-half-genus. There is an effective procedure 
to find some form h E G(S) which primitively represent g. [In terms of lat- 
tices, the lattice corresponding to h can even be made to primitively con- 
tain the codimension-two lattice associated to g.] By means of the effective 
decision procedure described in [2] we may find a prime p which links up 
both spinor genera S(f) and S(h) in a suitable graph. Furthermore, a form 
f’ E S(f‘) becomes a p-neighbor of h in this graph. An easy calculation 
involving the idelej(p) will reveal whether this graph contains one or two 
spinor genera. If it is one then S(f) = S(h) and we deduce that g f S(f). 
Otherwise, we need to compute the symbol (E,/Q/j(p)) which is just the 
quadratic residue symbol ( -6(g)/p), where 6(g) =disc(f) disc(g). By the 
Proposition in Section 4 in [ 11, we see that g ) S(f) if and only if this 
symbol is + 1. 
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